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Tuesday ~anuary 221 1991

Energy research center·may shut down
by Sandra Pedicini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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At a time when American soldiers ~ay be risking
their lives for oil, a UCF-funded center for researching
alternative energy methods is in danger ofbeing forced
out of business.
UCF, reques~ed by the state to formulate a proposed
budget with· $4 million worth of budget cuts, has
recommended elimination of funding to the Florida
Solar Energy Center (FSEC), a research facility that
receives $3.5 million in state funding through UCF.
State institutions have been asked to submit proposed

budgets to the state with 5-percent cuts in order to give
the legislature ideas on balancing the budget. ·.
UCF has been faced with some difficult choices
about what to elimina~. The Board of Regents ha,s
stipulated that cuts must be elimination of entire
programs, not across-the-board cuts.
.
If UCF hadn't recommended eliminating FSEC.
fundirig, UCF would have harl to consider elimination
of a college, Provo"st Dr. Richard Astra said.
FSEC, created by the Florida Legislature in 1975,
researches various alternative energy sources and is
required by Florida statute to certify and approve all
solar energy equipment made or sold in the.state.

The center employs a full-time staff oflOO, 55 of whom
receive salaries from state funds. FSEC also employs
abo~t 40 university student assistants each year.
The idea of cutting out funding to the center is
unpleasant,Astrosaid. "But[it's]comparabletowiping
out an institutional program ... We can't do that."
Astro said FSEC gets other furiding besides state
· monies.
''The Florida Solar Energy Center has a lot of
support... ," he said. '~It does good work."
But officials at FSEC say such drastic .state cuts
see FSEC page 4

Council not required to
discuss SG legislation
"Hopefully, I will bring SG back to
three branches instead of two," Fletcher
said.
The student senate put an old issue to
He said he will make sure all
rest Thursday when it shot down a bill legislation is reviewed. He said in the 1
requiring the Judicial Council to meet 1/2 years he has been a justice, the
once a month, shortly after confirming a Judicial Council has never reviewed
new chiefjustice who promised to do just legislation.
that.
.
Fletcher also said he will schedule
The senate voted against the bill (23- meetings tw1ce a month. At one of those
09) requiring the council to meet once a meetings, the council will discuss the
mo!lth tp discuss Student Government legality of bills passed by the senate.
statutes, legislation and other matters
He also said ifneeded by the Dean of
deemed important by the chief justice.
Students office, the council will discuss
The vote appears to be the last gasp of student disciplinary hearings at the same
a nearly year-old issue about the Judicial meeting. Ifthe second date is not needed,
Council's failure to discuss SG issues; as it will be·canceled.
required by the Student Body
The senate later voted against the
Constitution.
bill, 21-10, after a debate on whether or
Shortly before that vote, the senate not the bill is constitutional.
·
Charfes Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FIJTURE
unanimously confirmed ChiefJustice Pat ·
During the debate, student body Vice
Fletcher. During questioning by the President Jason DiBona yielded ANOTHER PEACE OUTLOOK
senate, he said he plans to have the
Dave -Poole, 19, of the Student Christian Association, addresses students on the
council meet once a month.
see SENATE page 4 Green. "Peace can be achieved through Jesus," he-said Friday.
by Tom Kopacz

STAFF REPORTER

AASU to honor Martin Luther King
by Lynn Giles
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's African American Student Union
expects at least 150 people to participate in
_Jan. ·23 activities to honor the late Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
.
"Dr. King taught us that the color of your
, skin doesn't matter - it's you, your heart
and your soul. It's so futile to argue over
something like your racial origins," said
Shana Mike, AASU director of
administration.
.
According to Mike, the most important
effect King had on American society was to
create a greater tolerance for cultural
diversity.
.
"He promoted fur,t hering education about
black people and their achievements," she said.
While Mike feels King did a lot to conquer
the problem of racism in America, she said
she feels 'it is still a matter of concern:
Mike was giving tours of the UCF campus to
football recruits recently when a racial message
was discovered in spray paint on Phi Beta
Sigma's Freedom Circle. Someone had painted
"KKK-Go back to Africa." Phi Beta Sigma is
h~storically a black fraternity.
"It was disheartening and embarrassing,"
Mike said. "By this program on Wednesday, we
hope to alleviate some of the racial tension and
misconceptions iri this area."
LOOK TO THE PAST
A re-enactment of King's famous march
Shannon Jerram, 19, a math education major, and Mike Gogulski,
on Washington will begin · Wednesday's
18, a computer science majo~, protest in front of the NTC.
activities.

The reason for holding the event on
Wednesday rather th~n· the official King
holiday is because more student
participation can be expected theri,
.accord.i ng to Reginald Edwards, coordinator
of the event.
King's birthday was Jan .. 15, which also
was the day · President Bush issued the
ultimatum to Saddam Hussein.
"I thought it was shocking at first. I'm
sure the President was aware that Jan. 15
was Dr. King's birthday, but he may not
have been fully cognizant of the effect of his
decision," Mike said. "The war had to take
place, but it's a shame that he had to pick ·
that date."
The march will start at 11:30 a.rn. at the
comer·ofGemini Road and Centaurus Boulevard
by Greek Park. It will pause behind the
Administration Building, where participants
will surround the reflecting pond. .
Donna Anderson, ·AASU President, will
deliver an introduction there. UCF's Gospel
Choir will perform ·after the introduction.
Dr. Richard Astro,·UC F's provost, will then
deliver King's "I Have a Dream~' _speech.
Astro also has written a memo to all
professors encouraging them to excuse
students from classes to allow them to
participate in the activities.
Upon conclusion of Astra's speech,. the
march will continue to the Student Center.
Auditorium, where Dr. Lenworth Gunther,
author and talk-show host, is scheduled to
speak at noon.
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WEDNESDAY

~

the , .. ...

Young Guns
.

THURSDAY

I

hippest, funniest, and most likeable comedians,
}I
all with his own original material.
~

JANUARY 24

VJ"'

~9

•

JANUARY 23

· Gremlins

pm Wild Pizza .; ,

SUNDAY
JANUARY 27 ·

Young Guns II

U.C. F.

10 PM SAC

All movies are
shown at 6:30 &
9:00 pm in ·t he
Wild Pizza unless
otherwise noted.

POOL TOU~"HEN1'
SHOW YOUR STUFF
JANUARY 31st

•

At the SAC -

..

Call UCF-2633 form.o re info

•
•

.'

•

- ANNOUNCING AUDITIONS FOR:

•

•

TUESDAY, JAN. 29
Auditi<?ns for the first annual U.C.F. Talent Showcase. Our very own version o{ Star Search with four categories consisting of Solo Vocalists, Group Vocalists I Bands, Instrumentalists, and Dancers (group or individual).

•

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30

•

Auditions f01: the B.M.O.C. competition. The search is on for U.C.F.'s Big Man On Campus-- our counterpart to
Miss U.C.F.

'•

THURSDAY, JAN. 31

•

Aud~tions for the approximately three remaining ope~ings in the 8th Annual Miss tJ..C.F. Scholarship Pageant.

•
.

.

All auditions will be held on the dates ·indicated ab<?ve beginning
at 6 pm in the Student Center Auditorium.

•
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3 .groups will march on
campus to protest war

•
~

by Melissa Stoker
COPY EDITOR

Two area peace organizations and a
· proposed student organization against
war in the Persian Gulf are planning
three anti-war demonstrations Tuesday
and Wednesday at UCF.
"Our country is rallying [for3 the
president simply because he is the
president - they're not asking, 'Why?"'
said . Lance Turner, organizer of
PeaceWorks, one of the three grm,Ips
planning the protests. ''What we're doing
is we're asking, 'Why? Why must we kill
to maintain the status quo when there
are alternatives?''
The gro{ips plan to inform students,
faculty and staff of the war status and
gather support against the war at noon
both days on the. Green.
At 4 p.m. Tuesday, the.group will meet
behind the Administration· Buil~g and
march in and around buildings at UCF.
"Every inch of campus we can march
on, we're going to march on," Turner
said. He said they will wave banners and

•

•

signs that will say such things as "Support
the troops, bring them home."'
''We oppose the use of war for gaining
a political goal," said Sam Rushing, a
member of t he proposed Students For.a
Rational Society. "It is not enough of an
American crisis situation to sacrifice
American lives - and Iraqi lives."
Rushing said though it's too late to
prevent violence, it's not too late to pull
U.S. troo:_)s out.
"I think a lot of people who supported
[giving Bush war power] in Congress
andin theUnitedNations thought giving
Bush ·power would scare off Hussem but that's obviously n ot what happened."
The group invited professor s to speak
at the noon demonstrations, but Turner
s aid h e · exp ect s m ore will com e
Wednesday because that. protest was
·planned for more in advance.
On Thursday and Friday, the group
· dist ributed fliers th at r ead "Stop The
War" af the top and contained President
Bush's phon e number. Members of the
Florida Coalition for Peace and Justice
will be among the protesters.

Islamic students say
war .v iolates religion .

•

GUPS opposes war; JSU member supports.Bush
travel to the Kaba Shrine inSaudi Arabia
for
pilgrimage.
STAFF REPORTER •
''We don~t know what the outcome will
The reality of war disturbs Moslem, · be. We don't knowwhat will be hit next,"
Palestinian and Jewish student Salah said.
Like the Moslems, Pal estinian
organizations on campus.
Islamic students said the war violates students also oppose the war.
· ''We do not support aggression in any
thefr. religious beliefs.
"All we want is ·peace," said Muslim way, whether it be Saddam Hussein in
Student Assoeiation President Abdul Kuwait or Israel's illegal occupation of
Palestine since 1967," a member of the
Salah.
Salah said he does not support the General Union of Palestinian Students
American-allied · forces or Saddam said.
A GUPS representative, who wished
Hussein.
On national TV, Iraqi leader Saddam to remain anonymous, said aggression is
Hussein claimed God is with him and his not the Islamic way and that Hussein is
troops. According to Salah, Hussein has a dictator giving Palestiniap.s a sense of
not been governing accor ding to {slamic. hope.
''We pray it will be over with th e
Law, the religion of peace. One must
never hurt innocent people, rape women . Soviet Union peace plan issued this
mo:in:ing," the representative 'said Friday.
or burn houses, Salah said. ·
.
AdamSmith,aJewishStudentUnion
''You cannot claim God .is with you
member, said Jewish students are tense.
· when you do siich things," he said.
Jewish Student Union President Ana However, he said he strongly supports
Bush.
Bugdadi agrees.
Smith,.,said Hussein is a madman who
· "He [Hussein] should not insult the
rest of the Arab world by calling the war needs to be stopped. He also said he feels
Israel should retaliate against Hussein's
a 'holy' war," Bugdadi said. ·
Salah said he is distressed because he attack despite discouragement from the
feels the biggest loss of lives will come United States.
"Israel should be commended on [its]
from the Moslem population. Also, this
time ofyear;more than 2 millionMoslems power of restraint," Bugdadi said.

. by Mary Watkins

KEEP PRAYING
UCF student Jae· Mirandi prays for peace in the Middle East and for the troops in
Operation Des·ert Storm. He attended the Prayer Vigil Friday in the Student Center.

•

•

Senate ·supports gulf war
, by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Twenty-four and a half hours. after
U.S. and allied ·military forces attacked
Iraq, the student senate unanimously
·approved a resolution· supporting the .
action.
·
The resolution (23-02) says the senate,

• VETS' SUPPORT
The Student Veteran's
Association is sponsoring a·
gathering to show support for
the troops in the Persian Gulf,
with special ..emphasis on the
approximately 40 UCF students
who have been called to active
duty.
,
Many of these students are
actively involved in Operation
Desert Storm. The gathering
will be at 4 p.m. Jan. 24 at the
reflecting pond.
• LIVE, FROM U<;F...
· U:sTuesday NightLive!'fuesday
Night Live (Jan. 22)is sponsoredby
CAB. Featured are two Orlando
bands - Heart Attack Diner and
The Spin Men. The show starts at
8 p.m. in the Wild Pizza. Student
IDsare reqtiired.

repre.s enting the UCF student body,
states its support for President Bush,
" ... arid his resolve ag~inst Saddam
Hussein and the army of Iraq for their
· brutal aggression against the people and
·nation of Kuwait."
The resolution also says the senate
see RESOLUTION page 4

• DREAM MARCH
• BEST STUDENTS ·
The
African-American
If you hurry, you'll have
Student Union has set ·a time to enter the- fourth
program atll :30 a.m. Jan. 23 to - annual "Florida Co lleg.e
commemorate Dr . Martin Student ofthe Year" contest.
Luther
King.
The If you're a Florida college
commemoration will start with student who supports
a re-enactment of the "I Have a yourself through school,
Dream" march on Washington . makes superb grades and is
and will conclude with an · active at your college and in
address ·by Dr . Lenworth your community, you may
Gunther, a professor at Rutgers have a chance at winning a
University.
share of more than $30,000
The march re-enactment will in scholarships and prizes:
begin in Greek Park and proceed
All applications must be
to the reflecting pond, where . postmark~d by Feb. 1. For an
Provost Dr. Richard Astro will application and information,
welcome marchers. The send a self-addressed,
program there will include songs business-size envelope to
and a recitation of the speech. College Student of the Year
The addre.ss by Gunther will be Inc., P.O. Box 14081,
at 12:30 p.ni. in the Student Gainesville, FL 32604Center Auditorium.
2081, or call (904) 373-6907.
I I If I

• BOOKS BY MAIL ·
The Orange County Library
has started a new program Automatic Books by Mail. You
can have books on your favorite
subjects sent to you on a preplanned, ongoing basis.
For a lifetime of reading,
viewing and listening call the
Orange County Library System
at 425-4694 and ask about the ·
Automatic Books by Mail
service.
• SHOW YO.U CARE
We Care is · a crisis
intervention/suicide prevention
center. Its volunteers· are
available to listen and befriend
at times of crisis. It is open 24
hours a day.
Orientations are open to all.
The next training session will be
""

. Jan. 24. Completion oftraining is
necessary to work
a phone
volunteer. Aninterview with the
Training Coordinator is required;
to set one up, call 628-1227.

as

• MOVIE SCREENING
Seminole County College, in
conjunction with the Orlando
Film Festival, will screen
Stephanie Hlack's awardwinning documentary "H2
Worker," which exposes the
grueling conditions awaiting
Jamaican laborers brought to
the United States every year to
harvest the sugar, crop in South
Florida.
This showing, the Central
Florida premiere at 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 23, will be in the Fine Arts
Concert Hall at SCC. The ·event
is free and open to the Pl!blic.

•
4
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FROM PAGE 3

-

.;__~~~~~~~~~~

supports U.S. military personnel
in the Persian Gulf area and
"... commend[s] them for their
bravery and their sense of duty,
honor and country."
Acopy ofthe resolution, which:
was introduced in response to
Bush's open letter to college
students, will be mailed to the
White House.
Although the resolution
passed unanimously, it did not
pass without debate.
''There are times when you
mustdowhatmustbedone,"said
Senate President Pro Tern David
Carls, who introduced the
resolution . .
"Saddam Hussein sent very
bright and beaming signals that
he was going to invade Kuwait

NOT A COUCH

and we [the United States] didn't
say anything," Sen. David Mann
said .
He also objected to some of
the wording of the resolution,
which said the senate supports
Bush's policies in the Gulf. The
senate unanimously removed
that line.
Mann also argued against the
senate involving itself in a nonUCF issue.
Sen. Terrance Dunn also
argued against the resolution.
"I look at it as taking lives for
oil," he said.
Debate on the resolution
· ended when Sen. Meredith
Miller said she had just Leen
informed of the Iraqi missile
attack .on Tel Aviv and Haifa,
Israel.
At that time, debate ceased,
the resolution was passed and
the senate adjourned.

•

•
•

•

POTATO ~

Robin Bowser, a 19-year-old business m?.jor, watches television in the Commons, waiting for Bush to
announce the United States hasgonetowaragainst Iraq. Robinwatched_alongwith most of the nation.

Staff members cannot call
relatives in ·M arines in Gulf
by Melissa Stoker
COPY EDITOR

have put the · deadline... even
earlier," she said. ·
Iris Salazar; office ·manager
· of the Budget Office, has a 20year-old son, Raul Salazar, in
the Communications Support
Battalion in the Marines.
According-to his mother, he is
near the lraqi-Sauqi Arabian

Three UCF staff members
with family in the Middle East
can rely only on news l;>ec.ause
they have no way to contact
their relatives.
Debbie Gauntlett of the
· Foundation offi.ce has a husband
in the U.S. Marines. He leftJan.
"We aH just need to say
13 for Saudi Arabia.
She · said her husband, 1st special ·prayers ... "
Sgt. Jeff Gauntlett, 39, is in the
·Trudy Prince
reserves and was not directly
involved in the war as.of Friday.
mother of .soldier
Though Gauntlett's husband
called her through M:acDill Air
Force Base in Tampa border, about 35 miles from
Wednesday morning, she said Kuwait. Salazar said she has
she carinot call him.
not heard from her son since
Nonetheless, Gauntlett said Christmas Eve, and that he
she supports the war.
cannot call h~r.
"I'm for going in there and . 'Tm not against it [the war],
getting the job done," she said. but frri riot completely for it,"
"I don't think anybody should be Salazar said. 'We could've waited
allowed to do that [what Hussein it out. Sanctions [boycotting'trade
has done]. I wish they would with Iraq], given enough time,

SENATE
FROM PAGE 1

chairmanship of the meeting to
argue against the bill.
Although DiBona is not a
member of the senate, he ' can
yield the chair to the senate
president pro tempore if he
wishes to ·debate an issue. He
cannot re-asslime the chair until
the issue is voted on or tabled.'
The senate also discussed
whether the vice _president for
Student Affairs had, in effect,
removed the Judicial Council
fromSG.
Lee Tubbs vetoed a previous
version of the bill (22-66) in
September, after the previous
senate had finished meeting.
In a memo explaining his
veto, Tubbs said he had
discussed the bill with the Dean
of Students office, and that he
thought the council should meet
as required by that office.
"If we think about that for a
second, it says the Judicial
Council is no longer part of

could've worked."
She said her son is for the war.
"He was ready to go. He
wasn't worried at all."
Credit Union Manager Trudy
Prince's son, Cpl. Roger Carter,
·
19, is a Marine.
Prince said her son is
somewhere b~tween Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia, but she said he
could not tell her exactly where.
He left for the Mideast Dec. 29.
Prince said she likes the
support people are showing for
the war effort.
However, she said, ''Wen ever
should have let it develop into a
problem that wa·s significant.''
She said the United States
should be less dependent on
foreign .countries for natural
resources and nations should
have more interest in promoting
good will and helping one
another.
"At this point... , we all just
need to say special prayers for
the people over there," she said.

Student Government," said Sen. Judicial Branch.
David Mann, who resubmitted
Section 4.B ofthatarti~le says _
the bill Jan. 10.
the council must adopt rules
"He's b,asically saying the ' governing procedures, unless
Dean ofStudents office can make otherwise defined by statute.
them meet as oft.en as they want,
"That, as far as I'm concerned,
but Student Government can't," is the main issue," Mann said.
Opponents ofthe bill said it is
he said.
Student Affairs said Friday unconstitutional because the
that Dr. Lee Tubbs' memo Judicial Council is a separate
explaining the veto had been branch of SG.
DiBona said he thinks the
misinterpreted.
Tubbs said he used the Dean constitution is flawed and that
ofStudents' office as an ~xample it should be.amended to remove .
of the council's duties.
the wording '~unless otherwise
Tubbs· said Friday he had defined by statute."
"I think that's putting .
been misinterpreted.
"My statement wasn't restrictions on what many of us
intended to be that limited," he see as a ·separate but equal
· said.
branch of government," Sen.
He s8.id he did not think one David Groover said.
"If we set a precedent like·
branchshouldnothavethatkind
this, it's going to come.back to
of power over another branch.
"It doesn't exclude them from haunt us," Sen. David Patton
meeting at any other time on said.
No one thought Tubbs' action
any other issue," h~ said.
Mann introduced the bill was justified.
DiBona suggested passing a
under the authority of Article
IV of the Student Body resolution disagreeing with ·
·
Constitution, dealing with the Tubbs' actions.

Save~$100

•

Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this special
event. Check out our awesome collection of styles. ArtCarved
will customize a college ring just for you with thousands of
special options. Don't delay-see your ArtCarved representative
before this promotion ends.

•

.

"LAST CJ{ANCE TO BUY AT '90 PRICES!"

•
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Student ·L egal Serv·ices provides . - - - - - ~tudent~ with an assistance in se.·~
lected ar~ns ofJaw such as landlord/
tenant; consumer, n on-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and rep-resentation
free of . ch~rge to qualified students. Call 823-2538. or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.
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FSEC

said the UCF decision was a matter of
priorities.
He said while the center is important,
the BOR inust protect its budget,
would mean the end of the center.
"If we were to lose all our state instruction and research.
funding, we probably would be put out · "We've made it clear that all these ·
of business," said Dr. David Block, activities are important and we . •
director of FSEC.
continue to support them, but if a '
While the center does receive reduction fact has to be made, that's
funding from other areas such as the one that we would put on the -list," he
U.S. Department of Energy, it is in the said.
"Over time, there were activities out
form of contract funds- many of them
matching funds, representative Ingrid there that had been added· over and
Melody said .
above the basic core of our budget... the
The center would not appear as debate was over priorities, and not the
attractive without state monies to worth of the program, but the overall
match those given by other agencies, standing of the program," he said .
Blackwell empha.sized the
which may go to other facilities with.
more adequate funding for research proposed
~uts
are
only
contracts.
recommendations that will be
''Without state funding, it would be considered by the legislature
almost impossible for us to get contract informing the state budget, which
funds," Melody said.
·
will go in t-o effect July 1.
Melody would not speculate as to
She said for now, the center is
continuing to operate in the · hopes how long the center could survive
that the state legislature will continue after state budget cuts.
"We don't have a crystal .b all,"
funding for the center.
"I guess we're appealing to the she said. "We can't see the future
governor to not accept the here any better than you can."
recommendation that our state funds
Other suggested UCF .cuts
be eliminated," she continued.
include funding to the Atlantic
Dr. Carl Blackwell, vice chancellor ·c enter for the Arts at Daytona and
for budgets and finance of the BOR, a subcontract with General Electric. ·
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· If this ad does·n't
·.work, why are ·
you read"ing. it?
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BEITER SAFE THAN SORRY .

ADVERTISE IN
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Gary Holmes of the.Orlando Fire Equipment Co. services and fills fire extinguishers
from the new dorms and the Commons as part of a routine inspection .
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STORE NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

. Whether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
seeking a broader liberal arts education, you can build a higher l~vel of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC .
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(407) 275-2264

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

--
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The
Flip
Side of
--........ Reality

Hawes' husband level~;, there were no talent
Kirk escorted her performances.
during the pageant,
"I think they feel if you're
and he. along with married, that's talent enough,"
their children. Nicho- Hawes said, laughing:
las. 10, and Christina,
Half of the contest focuses
8, has accompanied on interview, with 25 percent
her to events such as for aerobic sports wear and
interviews . and pa- 25 percent for the evening
rades.
gown competition. The womThe main focus . of en answered career-oriented
t..uuJl.::ty u1 Ja1u...-t Hawes
the event r----------..... questions
is~·t
on
as well as
Mrs. Florida, Janet Hawes and her husband at last year's pageant
beauty, alquestions
prizes, a 10-day, all-expense- though, 'We fully
by Sandra Pedicinl
on how
paid trip to the national con- believe that you
they com. Life: contrary to the philos- test held in November, where can be very atb i n e d
ophy espoused by advocates she then earned the title of tractive when
work and
of singlehood, doesn't end at fotµi:h runner-up.
you're older,"
family and
The Mrs. USA pageant, a McKeown said.
the altar.
'
h ow
Just ask Janet Hawes, a spinoff of the Mrs. InternaContestants
c?mrecent UCF graduate who ~as tional Contest, recognizes should look atmuhonored for her accomplish- married women for their ac- tractive because
rAll~t.111 nity
inments as a married woman at complishments and focuses 50 p,ercent of the
volvement
the Mrs. USA pageant fast on family life, including con- judging consists
helps
a
year.
testants' husbands in virtually of evening gown and aerobic marriage.
· Hawes, 31, wa_s named MrS. all aspects of the event, said sports wear.
'The pageant looks for
Florida in June and won, state coordinator Judy
Except for group producamong· a multitude of other McKeown.
tions· at state and national ~ee MRS. FLORIDA page 7

'"""11••••••mauil

Recent UCF grad~ate who beg~ studying
voice at age 11 now sings in Orlando clubs ·
by Terri Francis
Juanita-Marie Franklin is a new voice on
the Orlando club scene. At 45, she's pro.of
that it's never too late to begin again.
. I met Franklin in a Park Avenue restaurant
Thursday afternoon. I recognized her long
dread locks immediately, even though she tied
them back.
.
Talking to her, I got the .feeling I was talking
to someone very important. Simple moVements
such as raising her coffee cup to her lips are
done with pure grace. She speaks in a low,
melodious tone. She is easy to listen to.
I didn't know the first thing about Franklin,
but like most people, she didn't seem to mind
talking about herself. She directs most of our
conversation toward the road in front of us.
Our eyes rarely meet, but somehow I know
·she is speaking with complete honesty.- _
She grew up in a ·"sheltered home," she
tells -me. She never knew the "dark side of
life.-" Ever
since she left home, she's been
.
.

"researching" this topic. I gather that she's
finished her research and is now ready to live.
Franklin began studying voice at age 11.
The years following were· filled with church
solos, school epsembles and summer workshops at Westrnin~ter Choir College.
After graduating from high school, Franklin attended college for a 'brief period o( time.
She says, "I wasn't a college dropout. I just
discovered I could make a living singing. "With
that, she left.for New York.
Franklin says she never had to work for
· any of the success she found. "People always
treated me like I was special. Everyone tried
to protect me from things," she says. "I had all
kinds of opportunities but I took them all for
granted." That attitude would be Franklin's
downfall.
Franklin had innumerable opportunities to
find fame not mentioned here. Says Franklin,
;.I always landed in good spots." She wasted

0

KNIGHT ROCK TOP FIVE
fo~ the week

Alternative

ending Jan. 21, 1991

Metal

1. "Sin"
Nine Inch Nails
2. "Enemy"
Buffalo Tom
3. "Tragedy For You"
Front 242
4. "The Love"
Daniel Ash
5. "More"
Sister$ of Mercy

1. "Seasons In the Abyss"
Slayer
2. "The Eye Of The Witch"
· King Diamond
3. "When ·The Sun Burns
Red" Kreator
· 4."Boit Raising"
Godflesh
5. "Beer Riot"
Meatlocker

•

•

The Knight Rock Schedule
WUCF-FM (89.9)

Alternative programming can be heard MondayThursday beginning at 11 p.m. On Saturday and Sunday, progrartnning begins at midrught.

See JUANITA page 8
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Mrs. Florida
frompage6

•

women who have accomplished many things in their
lives .
Hawes, who has included
her family in community involvement such as work with
Sunday school and the United Way, graduated cum laude
from the College of Engineering with a bachelor's degree
in electrical engineering in
December 1989. She works as
an electrical engineer at National Cash Register.
· While in college, she served
as president of Tau Beta Pi,
the engineering honor society, ·
and as secretary of the electrical engineering honor society Eta Kappa Nu.
She went straight into the
Air Force out of high school
and waited until after her
children were older to attend
college as a full-time student.
"Life wouldn't have been as
exciting if I'd accomplished
everything by the time I was
20," she said. Combining
family and school was just a
matter of knowing what's important, she said .
"You just have to set your

•

•
•

•

...

.

.-

•

•

priorities and do the most
important things first," she
said .."I just did the things first
that I thought were most important."
Hawes had to undergo a lot
of preparation for the contest,
including working out and
·dieting to look go,od.
Throughout the preparatiort,
though, she had the support
.
·
of her family.
Her family had rrux:ed reaction to her involvement in the
event, she said, because of all
the time she had to commit to
competing.
But they liked the part
where the family got to do all
the things together, she said. ·
"To be honest, it's been
more lik~ a family affair," said
Kirk. "We've had a good time.
It'~ been busy, but we enjoy ·
it."

While admittedly disappointed she didn't go all the
way to the top, Hawes said
she knows she has accomplished a lot in her life. · She
said she feels the pageant
helped her feel more self- ·
confident and made it easier
for her to speak in front of
others, although "professionally, it probably hasn't done a
lot."

22, 1991

lieves that the ultimate in
happiness would be achieved
if he could concentrate only
on music .
Brian Atkinson, Guitars.
Compared to the rest of the
group, he is the last to discover
his musical talent. He the
only member not majoring in
music.

is

Local Conceit Scene
On Tuesday night, The Spin
Men, along with Heart Attack
Diner, will grace the stage as
part of the first Tuesday Night
Live concert of the Spring Semester. The show starts at 8
p.m. in tJ+e Student Center.

Jeffrey Ridgeway, Percussion. He began playing at the
age of 11 and now draws his
aggression from life and love.
James "Jimmy Pepper"
Johnson, Jr., Bass. The world
of power and wealth captivates
his mind and captures his
soul.

THE SPIN MEN:

The five members that created The Spin Men began to
musically stomp in Orlando
in the summer of 1987. The
Men are:

Craig Wilson, Keyboards.
Although he prefers to play the
blues, he began with classical
piano at the age of 6. He be-

Eric "Ig" Norr, Lead Vocals .
He was voted best vocalist for
an alternative band from the
"Jammy" awards. He has been
performing in many capacities
for the majority of his life.
HeartAttack Diner:
Another band from Orlando is Heart Attack Diner. The
four member group includes
Mark Hayes, drummer;
Shawn Fernandez, guitarist/
singer: Tom Holysz, saxophonist: and Rick Bailey,
guitarist I singer.
The group was a past winner in the MTV Basement
Tapes in Central Florida and
Jam Magazine's 1989 Most
Original Band.

Food Critic
Needed .
Collage is looking for someone interested in the culinary
side of life. If you have taste buds that give a damn, give
us a call at 823-2865 or come by our office and talk to
Steven Conner~ Collage Editor . .

•

AWAKEHNOS PG·132·4::l0:7:2f.150
BONFlllE Of 111E YAHll'ES ft 10:00f'M
EDWA!Ul SCISSORHAte Pa.13•

2:104:31"7:15-i::lO
KINDEllGAIITTN COP PG·13
2.304:51J.7:l0-9:50
' HOllE ALONE PG 2~>42a-7:1!>i,30'
NOT WITHOOT llY DAUGHTER!
P<l·15 1 ·3:1 !>5:3"'7 . ~

GODFA111Ell IU R 2.:J0.6:1o.1:10'
DANCES WITll WOLVES PG13
1:30·5..l.•5
Ltotf1ART R2.1!>00· 7.2lJ.l.'5

FLIGHT Of THE tlffi!UOEll PG·l:t

•

2 10-'.30·7.15-51 ..45
EYE OF DESTRUCTtON H

10-0AY IS SUPER lUE

AWA1<ENNGS f'G.13N:»710-9:50
GODFA1HERll R2:30.6:10.9:10'
NOTWrTHOl/T llY DAUGHTER! PG-13
1-3:1S.5:»7:50
KINDERGARTEN COP f'G.13
2:3().4:5().7:3().9:50
3MENANO ALITTLELADY PG
' 1:300NLY
HOME ALONE PG2:~:2o.7: 15·9:30'
MERMAIDS PG 10:05PM ONLY
R.IGHT OF lHE INTRUDER PG-13'
2:10.4:3().7:15-9:•5
EVE OF DESTRUCTION R
3:30·5:45-7:5().10:00
y AU. SEATS EXCEPT ''3.00

HAVE vou ·SEEN ME?

•

I
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Concert Listings .

Tuesday, Jan.22
Rock Street hits the
stage at the Fairbanks Inn
and sticks around 'till
Sunday, the 27;1788 W.
FairbanksAve., Winter Park.
647-0704.
Wednesday Jan. 23
Wynton
Marsalis,
celebratedNewOrleansjazz
trumpeter and brother of sax
virtuoso Branford, plays
the Orlando Arena; 600 W.
Amelia Street. 849-2000.
. Thursday, Jan. 24
New Orleans Funk Blues
band the Charlie Brent
Group jams with Dawn

Catron at the Blue Note.

Friday, Jan. 25
The Blue Note feature blues
man John Mooney; 54 N.
OrangeAve., Orlando. 843-3078.

Sunday, Jan. 27
Alternative band Mary's
Danish from California
plays with Slow at Visage;
6341 N. Orange Blossom ..
Tail, Orlando. 298-2349.

1. .- - - -.....
1~-_..

1• - - . .

1-...-...

11

Saturday, Jan. 26
Former Police-man
Sting plays with Concrete
Blonde at the University of
South Florida's Sun Dome;
tickets are on sale at
TicketMaster.

Monday, Jan. 28
Miami man Vanilla Ice
heats up the Tupperware
Convention
Center
Auditorium; 826-4475.

:·.n..~c;;:

N
At the back doo
Wednesday Nites

1JDu@ W@©G orru &OG@C?uu®Gow~ UUiJDD©D© woG Gu
[Q)c4J · c4J·@Durrurru~ &©@ GC?®UUiJ W®~G®uu®

CALL: 823-4823

•

Last seen December 13, 1990 after finals at the
University of-Central Florida, in Orlando. Barbie left
campus driving her navy blue 1989 BMW 735i to visit
parents in Bellview, North Dakota for the holidays. If
you ha\le any information see Brett at the Spin Men
and Heart Attack Diner concert in the Wild Pizza@
SPM January 22. 1991 or call 823-4823 .

7

2 for 1 admission w/this a·d

QI

FREE BUD DRAFT TILL MIDNIGHT {) $1.50 KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH
: / $5
~------~->
$1.50DRINKS

6

9p.m •• 2a.m.

0

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando
'...

.

6 29 -4779
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Juanita

{rampage 6
them all. When she looks back
she says, "I was such a luna-·
tic."
Franklin has spent about
the past 10 years living on the
Hawaiian island of Maui. Here,
due to unexplained reasons,
Franklin began to care about
herself and her music for the
first time.
"Music is beginning ·to
mean something to me," saysFranklin. "I've realized that my
talent has nothing to do with
.me. 'it's more than jµst what I
can do. I'm starting over from
the ground up."
She and her band perform
~

.

----

Friday nights at Dubsdread in
Orlando. Franklin is also one
of several performers featured
in the Second Annual ZOra
Hurston Festival of the Arts.
She will perform pieces ·m·spired by Hurston's novel
!heir Eyes Were Watching
God."
"I would
to re-tell the
story," says Franklin. "I want
people to go out and get this
book."
"ZOra Hurston is my favorite author," says Franklin.
"When I read her.stuff,-! want
to write. She enriched my
cultural, intellectual and
spiritual · understanding of
myself."
Franklin will perform at 2
p.m. Jan. 26 at the festival.

1.
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MENU

:~i•M1.•r;ra

«.;_IJ:.l~I;:ri .

TURKEY & BACON DELUXE
SPICY ITALIAN
HAM
BMT
ROAST BEEF
(pepperoni, g~noa, ham, bologna)
VEGETARIAN
CLUB
TIJNA

~~ ~":E~k;y)

si~og~ ~g:~

.

!.
1

.1
HOT suns
S1EAK
(100% Sirloin)
MEATBALL
CHICKEN BBQ
PIZZA

Any sat'tJwich also available as a cus1om salad p!aie.
A!I ser.ed w~h your choice o~; Americ.ar. Cheese· Onions· lettuce· T:)r'.'\3:oes
Qill Picr.!es • Graen Peppers • 8iad< Olives· Sa!t • Pepp~r • 01i
A!so availabie on request: Hot Peppers. Mustard, Maycnr.aise & Vin~gar

NOT GOOD WITH
. ANYOTHEROFFER .. I .

I·
I

Ir

·

COLD cuTCOMBO .

I
. · I·

OFFER GOOD ONLY
AT 3912 ALAFAYA TR • .'.

Nancy.Robards

1

BUY ANY
I 6" SUB OR
I SMALL SALAD &
I
GE ONE
I
. T
.
:
j

I

·

(•~~~'"~"*I

NOT GOOD WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER

1.

-'.

3912 ALAFAYA TR. .
ACROSS FROM UCF
277-3350 .

.

HOURS: ·
SUN-THURS 10:30am-3_
am
FRI-SAT 10:30am-4am .

·

I
I

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT
3912 A~AFAYA TR.

Li:~~~·~~_J __·_·__._
·. _. - .--"- -- ----J.....---.. -· ~---· - - - -, -l-~~_:1~~-~~

Petitions for Student Body President and ·v ice-President will be
.a vailable in the .student Gov~rnlllent Sen.a te Secretary's office at
- 9:00 ani on January 22, ~991.
·

.,,

•

Potential candidates Illust meet the follo~ng Griteria:
l) 2nd semester at UCF

2) Enrolled .at least 6 ·credit hours at UCF
3) At least 2.0 cuniulative UCF G.P.A..
4) ~n good standing with the Ulliversity

Petitions ~ust be returned to·Stuqent Governnient in the
S~nate Secretary's office no later than 5:00 pID on Friday,
February 1,1991.
·
For ~ore information call Student Government at UCF-2191 or ~t~p by Student Center 155.

DO NOT FORGET ! ! .

•
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A he-ad
Jan.22

The Fine Arts Gallery
of Seminole Community
College is featuring the
·exhibit "the Mlxed Media
Competition: A Juried
Competition," on view
through Feb. 7.
This second annual
competition features'
mixed media pieces by
artists from across the
state. Gallery hours are
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
·Mondays
and
Wednesdays, and noon
ti1 5 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
For
further
information on the
exhibit, call 323-1450,
ext. 438.

Jan.24
"Good Art. Bad Art,
How Can You Tell?" is a
gallery talk hosted by
The Partners of the
Cornell Fine Arts

For the week of January 22 - January 28, 1991

Museum. The Partners
recently were formed to
promote understanding of
the visual arts in support
of the educational mission
of the Museum.
Charter
members.
prospective members and
therr guests are invited to
he.a r
Dr.
Arthur
Blumenthal, director of the
Cornell Museum, at 7 p.m.
at the Cornell Museum on
the Rollins College campus.

Tennessee Williams.
Fa~t-moving, vibrant
dialogue distinguishes this
contemporary . drama,
which is set in the "killing
room" of a poultiy shop. · ·
The play runs at 8 p.m
Thurs day-Saturday
· evenings. Ticket price is $7
on Thursday $10 on Friday
and Saturday..Tickets can
be purchased through
TicketMaster.

Jan.26
Jan.25
Theatre Downtown's
pr9duction
of
"The
Undoing," by William
Mastrosimone,
begins
today and runs thro-µgh
Feb.23.
. .
How can a deed be
undone?
William
Mastrosimone, . ·
of
"Extremities" and "The
Woolgatherer"
· fame,
answere this .question in
ove.rtone~ reminiscent of

Bok Tower . Gardens·
1991 International Carillon
Festival will feature
European and Ame:i;ican
Carilloneurs playing a wide
va~iety
of
musical
selections.
Listeners have the
opportunity to enjoy carillon
recitals (including two
moonlight recitals), special
exhibits and garden.walks.
Bok Tower Gardens is
three miles ·north .of Lake

Wales. The Gardens are
open to the public from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. every day of
the year. Call (813) 6761408 for more infonnation.

small-toWn life employs
just two frenetic actors.
They portray more than
a dozen denizens of tiny
Tuna, Texas - and a few
of their pets. For more
Jan. 2a·
information, call (904)
The Mill in Winter Park 357-7777.
will play host to "Beer Fest"
beginning at 10 ·a.m." and Jan.28
going until close. The $5
Central Floridians
admission covers free beer Against Censorship with
all day.
the Enzian Theater are
.co-spoonsoring "The· ·
jan.27
Perfect Defense," an open
The off-the-wall cQlJledy. forum with Lou Sirkin,
"Greater Tuna" will play the defense attorney for the
Bay Street Players' State Mapplethorpe obscenity
Theatre in downtown trial in Cincinnati, at 8
Eustis.
p.m.
The play runs Jan. 27
Tickets are $7.
and 31-Feb. 2. The curtain
In · "The
Perfect
goes up at 8. p.m·., except Defense," Lou Sirkin
for the performance on the challenged and wort
27th, in which case the against the sheriff, judge
curtaingoes up at 2:30. and pr0secutor. who are
Admission is $7.
major
players
in
TheJaston Williams-Joe Cincinnati's conservative
Sears-Ed Howard spoof of front.
-·- -·--··-·-· - - · ·-
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VISIT US TODAY!
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Drop Us A
Letter-!

11

We're always glad

i

to get response

I

from.

1

our readers.

I

11
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Write to us at:

The Central Florida

-··

Future
P.O. Box 25CXX)
!I
l I Universi1y of Central
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PRESENT'THIS COUPON FOR A FREE 16 OZ SO~A
WITH A PURCHASE OF $2.00 OR -MORE AT ANY OF TH~
ASOVE-DINING FACILITIES
COUPON EXPIRES JAN. 31, 1991
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"I have a dre·am." This historic phrase of' Martin
Luther King Jr. is a marker of the growing (:l.wareness
that has developed toward treating all humans as
equals.
·
.
Monday was a National Holiday. Banks, schools,
and other businesses closed in honor of a man with a
dream - a dream of people living, arguing, loving
together without consideration of skin tone.
Martin Luther King did change America. People
rallied behind him with a common goalin mind, peaceful
equality. Americans all over came .to believe his goals
and his methods.
When he died, people didn't stop working for this
goal. In fact, they were fueled to work harder.
Progress.is still being made. It doe~n'.t stop wit~ ~he
simple fact of black vs. white, but religion vs. religion
and poor vs. rich.
,
The current complications in the Iraqi war are
· difficult to understand, but it comes down to the fact
that the Moslem nations we are united with against
Iraq hate Israel enough to say they will pull out iflsrael
retaliates.
·
It would seem that these Moslem nations would be
supportive of Israel attacking Iraq after it had been
bombed. It would seem that the common attack would
pull the countries together with a common enemy.
The worst that could happen would be a few Israeli
planes downed. It would seem that the Moslem countries
would approve of that happening, but it appears they
prefer the.Iraqis to the Israelis.
.
It is sad that during this holiday commemoratmg
peaceful coexistence the world is so filled wi~h hate..
The hate of other peoples is bad. enough m Russia
that all of the republics wish to be separate of each
1
other.
.
•
In fact, if th~ ~eo~le -vv:ere. l~ft to decide, the entire
nation would divide mto mdividual ~lots of land.
Americanssometimesforgetthe~eishatredbetween
pe~ples, an~ it i~ based on no logical reason. ~eople
bnngup their children on hate and the!). they bnng_up
their children and so on. Only through perseverance
can we help to change people.
.
.·
People reach a point where they hate their.own hves
so much, the only way they can feel better is to hate
those less fortunate then yourself. (Less fortunate
depending on standards.)
.
The United States has traveled a long r~ad. This
-road has had a lot ofburials along the way. It is not the
time to forget what has happened. People have fought
for the right to be express themselves.
Protesters are voicing their opinions about war, but
-theyforget abm.~t the country we live in and the problems
here today.
,
Please don't forget the world is still messed up and
we need all the help we cap. get to get to a place where
men and women, black and white,' Jewish and Moslem,
can live together in harmony.
Ifyou have a need to protest, then go out and.help the
homeless here in America. Help the abused children or
even help your neighbor. Only you can change your
world, and now is the time to do it. .

•
•WHERE TO PARK?
Editor:
The beginning of the semester always brings UCF students a familiar problem-parking. More specifically the Parking and Traffic office.
I realize the Parking and Traffic
Department is a vital part' of our
university. They are necessary to
prevent a situation from getting out
, of hand, but ... GIVE US A BREAK
With the constant increases in
enrollment and destruction ofparking spaces, we need a place to park.
At certain times in the day, there is
quite .literally nowhere to .park. So
we must all choose either to skip
classes for the day, or find somewhere to park that doesn't block
traffic and is not a handicap space.
The bottom line is, if there is nowhere to park, please show a little
understanding and mercy for those
of us who are frying to get' an education
·

Craig Markam
civil engineering

• THOUGHT PRQVOKING
Editor:
So many questions, so little time.
Over the last five months the same
questions have raged across the
country over and over again. With
the emergence of war, I have a few
of my own.
Why do the "Peace Marches" in
America resemble the "War Marches" in Iraq? Why is it that the only
The
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
people in the enti~e world who blame
B.usiness Ottice (407) 823-2601, News OHice (407) 823-2865
President Bush for the breakdown
of diplomatic initiative are the peoEditor in Chief
ple in Iraq, some of the People in
Jamie Carte
Jordan, the Palestinians, some
Managing Editor
Jennifer Offenburger Democrats in the Congress and the
Joelle Subourne peace protestors? ·
News Editor
Roy Fuoco .
Sports Editor
Hmmm. Can anyone tell me how
Opinion· Editor
Jocelyn Jepson the "spontaneous peace movements"
Confetti/Collage Editor
Steven M. Conner got enough money and organized so
Copy Editor
Melissa Stoker quickly? I mean, how were they able
Photo Editor
Michael Pohl to mobilize and hold rallies in colArt Director
Brian M. Wente leges and universities across the

Central Florida Future
©1gg1

Production Manager

Business Manager
Class If led Manager
Advertising Manager
Ad Production Manager

,_

central Flonda Fututa

Lloyd Whitehead

country within two weeks of
American troops landing in Saudi
Arabia?
_
How could they do something
in two weeks, what took people
during the 1960s to do? I don't
know. And I am sure I don't have
the answers, but m·aybe that is
why I only got a C in my last philosophy class.

Mark James
history

may the Heav'n-rescued land
Praise the power that hath
made and preserved us a nation.
Then conquer we must, when
our cause, it is just,
And this be our motto: 'In God
our trust!'
And the Star-Spangled Banner
in triumph shall wave
·
O'er the land of the free and
home of brave!".
David R. Carls·

Arts and Sciences
• THE LAND OF Y.HE FREE
Editor:
This is a plea- a plea to all of
the students of UCF. Now that we
are at war in the Middle East, we
must think and act,· not as Democrats, or as Republicans, or Independents; No matter how we feel
about George Bush, or any of our
politicians, now is not the time to
act like a protestor - no~ is the
time to act like an AMERICAN.
All sides have been presented
and heard on the pro and cons of
military action, and now that decisions have been made, and action
has been taken, this time that we
must reconcile our differences and
stand together as ~ nation.
We must stand behind our
leaders, but most importantly,
stand behind the brave men and
wonien who put their lives on the
line so that we may sit at home
and exercise our rights to protest..
One feeling I have is a feeling
of overwhelming pride in our leaders and our men and women in
the armed forces who proudly protect our interests and those of the
entire world.
I would like to leave everyone
with this thought by Francis Scott
Key: .
.
"Oh thus be it ever when free
men shall stand
Between their loved homes and
. wars desolation;
Blessed with victory and peace

•

•

.

•DONATIONS TO WU.CF
Editor:
It's hard to believe that~ monetary donation has detrimined the
direction of WUCF. Mark Johnson's mention of this "payola" was
frightening, especially now that
the university's grants are under
public and media scrutiny.
The- WUCF management is
hypocritical in their o;ith to "serve
the community". Only the rich donor is served while the community and students are left in the ,cold.
Why haven't there, been any
. chnages? Give us some answers,
Dr. Altman, or ·get WUCF off our
campus. We don't want this mess
representing our university.

•

•
•

James Geisler
engineering

• HELPING TROOPS
Editor:
I am a UCF student who was
called to active duty in Saudi Arabia. I do not w1sh to debate the
merits of whether American troops
should be here or not, as that is
ultimately not my decision,· but
rather I am here because I made a .
commitment to be there when
called.
I would like to give my sincere
thanks to all those people who sent
cards and gifts.

Terry L. Amburge
management

•

•
•

•

Thomas !'Jegron
Traci Osterhagen
Vic Kirqzian
David J. Shoulberg
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IN LIMBO

A.S. Whitten

t.IOW, ACCORDltJGt TO TrtiS

lT ONLY

WlLE E. CoYCiE £fJEC/N..JST~
15 C/r(>J>tJL.,( COULD EVfi1.J. HIT

"'M>RUNllEI\

11

WOR~S

ON Pc~\J/JNEPS, SIQ..

FRtJ~ A MILE ~V.

Time fOr citizens to ...upport·fellOw _
-Americans
•

As the events continue to roll in from the Persian

Guif, I sitherefeelingabitdistantfrorri the news. I feel
almost ashamed to admit I've been more concerned
with my homework, than I have Mr.Hus:;ein and-all hi~
SCUD missiles. I have watched and listened to my
fellow students these past weeks leading_up to the
• conflict with .some mixed .feelings. I have seen the
"resurrection" of the peace movement around the
- Orlando area, and watched flowery young men risk
authority to pass on the message of peace.
.
~
It's all been inspirational, but I c~n't shake this
weird feeling about our world. Do these young, idealistic
peace activists think about what their lives would be
• like if they lived in Baghdad, or worse, Beruit? Open
demonstrations are common in this part of the world,
but hardly are any of them started spontaneously.
They are all gove:mmentplanned and carried out, there
' is really no room for free thought in these para~es.
The Iraqis Will continue to dance in the street and
taunt us no matter how many conclusion bombs we

drop on them because Hussein will order them to. You
see -what the peace activist have lost sight of is the
harsh existence these people have conditioned
themselves to endure. The Iraqis, and for the most part
all ofthe Middle East countries (including Israel), could
care less about the United States. If some country ever
over ran us and terrorized the survivors, you can be no
one would niarch in the str.eets on-our behalf.
The peace effort cares more about the people of the
Middle East than they do about themselves ... or us.
That's a tough relationship to honor. In this region of
.the world friends become enemies overnight. I don't
think that will ever change. The sma~ course of action
should be to wash our hands of this entire region
forever. After watching the news lastweek, I know that
may never again be possible.
No one in this region can stand toe to toe with us, but
they can continue to do the only thing they now how: ·
terrorism. I expect some where, over foreign skies, a lot
of Amen can lives will be taken in the naine of revenge.

l!lllflllllTh~n

we'll all probably see images from some middleeastern capital of people ~l=l_rching in the streets
celebratingthe cowardly crime, and all the time blaming
the U.S. government for it.
- I wonder why no one marched for the innocent
victims of Pan Am flight 101? Or for the numerous
hostages rotting inside Syna?The people of the Middle
East deserve each other. Even after we kick Hussein's
.butt nothing will change dramatically. They'll continue
to act like fools and idiots, and Will continue to "clean
up" after them. ·The only solution I can think of is to
hang a big sign saying "For Sale" on the Middle East
and hope some land hungry space alien will buy it up.

-Nick Conte is a senior studying English.

".

Transformer infiltrated by wandering wildlife
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

------------.:...--..•... .. . .. -
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___ ___
.._..

probing around in an intimate region of a
male p~.tient· with two medical objects: a
viewing device called a "sigmoidoscope;"
and an electrocautery device that, according
to the article, "generates intense heat."
' This proved to be unfortunate, because
We have been very busy, here at the
without warning the patient had an
Institute of Exploding Things. We have
intestinal event that we will not name here,
received so many alarming explosion reports
except to say that it is usually caused be
that our Electronic Computerized Data
being in a crowded elevator. In the doctors
Base overflowed the Heineken box where
words, this is what happened next:
we keep ·it and got scattered all over oµr
"I saw a blue flame ... and, with a loud
office floor when ·our small auxiliary dog,
'boom,' an explosion ·occurred, thrusting
the patient forward. The sigmoidoscope
' Zippy, started digging in it.
Dogs will do that. They'll lie around and
' was propelled back into my hand forcefully
enough ·to push both· my attendant and
do absolutely nothing for five hours, then
myself backwards."·
·
· suddenly they'll receive an urgent radio
-. message from the Dog Planet that says:
The patient turned out OK, but we .
hope this serves as a reminder of the
"START DIGGING RIGHT NOW!" And
they'll leap up and just tear into whatever
importance of exercising extreme caution
whenever you are in a doctor's waiting
surface they happen to be standing on,
room. It's too late to react when your doctor
whether it's a nice oak floor or the Institute
and his assi~tant come crashing through
of Exploding Things Data Base. This is an
the wall, propelled _by a high-speed
important instinct that dogs have, dating
' sigmoidoscope. This is why the American
• back to millions ofyears ago, when, in order
Medical Association now recommends that
to survive, they had to act stupid.
all waiting-room patients take the simple·
Nevertheless, we can clearly see that the
precaution oflying on the floor and covering
,.. worldwide epidemic of exploding things has
themselves with a six-inch protective layer
reached epidemic proportions. Consider the
of old issues of ~ortune magazine, which
following London Daily Telegraph .article,
ar~ kept in all medical waiting rooms for
which was sent in by alert reader Ralph
: 1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc .
· All RiQhts Reser1ed
that purpose.
· ·
• Gage. We are reprinting this article in its
entirety:
But we should definitely give some thought to our
Unfortunately we're almost out of space, so we can't
"A wet T-shirt exploded in the hands of Miss Gail next item, which was sent in by an alert reader, discuss the many otheralarmingreports we've received,
:. Salter,abeautician,asshehungitonherwashingline Jonathan Ward. It's the instruction's for a product such as the one concerning the gasoline that leaked into
in Hucknall, N otts. Firemen blamed a huge buildup of called "Fly Sniper,"which uses a chemical attractant to a lake in Fort Collins, Colo., causing a rash of exploding
static electricity."
·
trap flies. Under the heading HELPFUL HINTS barbecued fish; or the blackout that was caused in
We certainly do not wish to be critical, but whoever appears the following:
Thornton, Colo., when a squirrel got inside an electrical
-. wrote this article has the journalism instincts of Spam.
"NEVER seal dead flies in a closed container. Doing transformer and, accordirig to The Rocky Mountain
AT-shirtexplodesina woman's hands, and thefiremen so may result in hazardous explosion."
News, "exploded loud enough to be heard indoors a
ofHucknall,Notts,casuallyrevealthatthiswascaused · We have read this Helpful Hint over and over, and block away''; or the similar incident that occurred in
by, quote, "a huge build-up of static electricity," and do you know what has happened to us? We have been Syracuse, N.Y.,. where a transformer detonated a · ·
we're sµpposed too let it go at THAT? If this article seized by an OVERPOWERING URGE TO SEAL raccoon. God alone knows what will happen when,
is true, millions of Americans are yvalking time DEAD FLIES IN A CLOSED CONTAINER. We can't inevitably, a transformer infiltrated by a cow.
bombs, especially our young people, who are known help ourselves! At parties, we find ourselves asking
The important thing right now is, DO NOT PANIC.
' for weaijngT-shirts and scuffing their feet on carpets, people, "You got any dead flies you're not using? It's all Disregard the fact that at any moment, in any given
which is where static electricity comes from. One we think about!"
area, you could be wiped off the face of the Earth by a
minute a young person could be full of life, listening
But we sho~ld also be thinking about the alarming hail of squirrel fragments. You must force yourself to
to loud ugly music while you're trying to sleep, a~d implications of our next item, a 1980 article from The remain clam. And no matter how great the temptation
the next minute, BLAM, the Hope for Tomorrow 1s Richmond Times-Dispatch, sent in by alert attorney H. ___:believe us, we know what you are going through snuffed out, along with $387 worth of"rap" CDs. So WatkinsEllerson.Thisarticle,byScienceWriterBeverly you mustNOT seal dead flies in a closed ccmtainer. Mail
let's not worry about it.
Orndorff, concerns a docto! who, being a doctor, was them to us.

•••••
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IABC meeting HFA 543 Tuesday 4pm .
Network with those in the local business
community. All welcome.

Pl Sigma Epsilon
P1 Sigma Epsilon - invites you to: Orientation Night -Jan23 7:00 in the University
Dining Room. This is the time to come see
and hear what our professional organization
is all aboutl Business dress.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Congrat4lations new pledges. Winter-fest
was awesome!! Hey Pikes! ! Get ready to
dominate softball . Tubby and Pat, nKA bra's

Chevrolet "85 AC/Au to/ 1 owner very clean
·$1200 275-9902

Angel Flight-Rush Jan 23! Angel Flight 1s a
national social &service organization
dedicated to homeless & environmental
projects. Come join us! Call X2659 or
X1247
Are your Tuesday and Wednesday
afternoon free? Well come join the BCM
Bible studies! Every Tues and Wed at both
12 and 1 in the SOL. Pop 1n for an hour of
FUN!

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967

1 Bedroom/1 Bath-walk to UCF , Clean, neat,
cat O.K. Call 281-6545 $315 mo.

Responsible roommate M or F wanted to
share 2Br/2B condo in Maitland. $300 per
month call 629-6160

message
HP 285 $120 call 657-7357 Joe

Female roommate wanted own Bdr 240+ 1/3
utilities Auvers Village on 436. Aval 211/91
Call 679-1217

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers the TriGold
beauty of Black Hills gold. Jostens! There
is a difference; look for itl It's Academic in
th~ University Shoppes.

NS/M to share 2br apartment. Walk to UCF.
$120m+1/3 Uty Call 273-1390

Washer/Dryer 250. Desk 25 Sofa/chair 80.
Recliner 80. Micro-oven 35 Call 282-2600
or381 -6717.

M!F N/S share 3/2 home 240 mth plus 1/2 ut,
washer/dryer, cable, cal l Chris 382-3047 or
work# 898-8808
Need female roommate(s) to share 2bed/21/
2 bath town house in Chancellors Row. $300
own room , $200 share room. Call Kara 3807531

HP-126 1yr old $45 works like new and
Zenith TV -12 in~h $50 677-7316
Word processing typewriter Smith Carena
Model #9500 Like new extra print wheels
Original cost $395.00 want $175.00 firm
Call 277-1464 or can be seen at UC 6
Cinema

~~~:Fi~F;·~~:.;h:;~~~~, ~::o!:;: 1_i w;:rn1f!~~ !i'- ,r- i-~1 1
Mid-week worship , all welcomP, Episcopal
Campus Ministry, Wed. noon , room 211, Student Ctr. Praying for peace, Justice,-Dr.
Ashmun Brown
A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
room 140
Student Accounting Society will hold its 1st
meeting on Jan 22 Rm 121 at 4pm. All maiors
welcome to attend . Bring a friend! See you
there.
·
UCF Moo Duk Kwan-Tae Kwon Do-Kar.ate
Club now forming begining classes. Learn
self-defence and get in shape. Improves
flexibility , coordination, and concentration
skills. Plus it's lots of fun11 Classes Mon.,
Tues., 8to10pm, Thurs., 7to9pm in the MPR
in Educ. bldg . by gym. More info call 365-8866
or 240-3656.

Quit typing - Call Stress ~lleviators Profess 1onally typed & edited .
Written
projects(terms, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 351 -0065.

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Clerical office position 20 hours per week.
Flexible schedule. Office located near UCF .
4.50 per hour contactlisaat657-9577, 8:305:30
M!F NS your own bathroom W/D pool tennis
etc, 5mi UCF. 245+1/2 ut. Ron 657-9214

Z'Ota Tau Alpha
Congratulations to our newly initiated
sisters! We're all very proud of you.
Thanks for as awesome Madhattersl Don't
forget-Project 6!

•

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

•

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Alpha Kappa Psi
Rush went great! The boards were a big hit,
so big that somebody took one home for
their collection. It's nice to have you aboard
'Lori. Mindy, contact us at 657-8641. Blue!

Delta Sigma Pi
To Debbie, Sam and everyone with family
and friends in the Gulf our thoughts and
prayers are with you. We are here for you 1f
you need us. Important mtg Wed. NoticeNO NOTS.

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word.
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing._
Fast*Professional*Accurate

For Rent- 2 bedroom 2 bath washer &-dryeravailable Feb. 1, 1991 for $435 a month at
Alafaya Woods Ct. Please Call 273-0131

are with ya. Peace in the Persian!!

Alpha Phl Omega
The only national se~ice fraternity I Info
meeting Tues 1/22 8pm in the S.O.L.
(across from the mailboxes) A-Phi-0 lets
U.B.U.

1983 Poniac Firebird 305 V-8 , 5 spd, black,
T-tops, A/C, all power, cass/stereo. Looks
and runs excellent. $3800 Call 678-9851

•

. WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Need female roommate(s) to share 2bed/2 1/
2 bath townhouse in Chancellors Row. $300
own room, $200 share room . Call Kara 3807531
· NS/F to share 2br/2bath condo fully furnished
all appliances n:iany extras 275+ 1/2
elec.&pbone 366-3615
House to share washer/dryer tennis pool Call
Sandy 823-5606 Mon-Fri (:00 am -5:00 pm
O~iedo area.
·
Large bdrm w/bath and 3 closets for rent in
house close to UCF. M!F 1, 2 or 3 people to
share Call Jim or Mark 366-0278
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3-bedroom
house near UCF/Martin. Non-smoker, no
pets. $250/mo + 1/3 Mike 381-9495

CRUISE SHIP JOBS: Hiring Men-Women.
Summer/year round . Photographers, tour
guides, recreation personnel. Excellent pay
plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW!
Call refundable. 1-206 ~736-7000 , Ext. c262)
WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS
Earn up to $1 O/hr.
,
Market credit cards on campus. Flexible
hours. Only 10 positions available. CALL
NOW 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20 (Kathy)

Lost· Gold ID bracelet that says "Kevin". If
found Call 823-4192

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

•
Tim Webber Catering is NOW HIRING!
Learn how to BARTEND
and make GREAT extra $$$11
Call 645-2754
Don't miss this GREAT opportunity!
Attention Students: Supplement your
income with 2,000-5,000-10,000 a month or
more with 6 yr old multi-million dollar
company call 262-1349

A Bahamas party cruise $2951 Jamaica &
F-lorida 6 days $299! Daytona $159! Panama
City $99!. Spring Break Travel 1-800-6386786.

•

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
The ring that's cast from "deep-dimension"
dies for the best quality of detail . Jostens I
There is a difference; look for it! It's
Academic in the University Shoppes.
SKYDIVE!!! Call ~ecky 678-0624'

'85 Volkswagen Golf $3200
A1r,am/fm/cassette
MSW wheels, etc
Call 679-6998

TEACH-IN ON THE GREEN Tue. Jan 22 at
noon . Join us and help the cause of peace.
Students for a Rational Society

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'81 Subaru 2doors blue color
Good condition $699
Call 381 ~0809

Jim's Auto and Truck Repair your place .or
mine pickup + delivery 889--3271

HERTZ CAR SALE at
THE CITIZENS BANK OF OVIEDO
* 100% Financing on '89 & '90's
* $50 Pre-Approval Discount
* Special Low lntrest Rates
Saturday, January 26th
at these two locations:
156 Genj'lva Drive
(downtown Oviedo)
1OAlafaya Woods Boulevard
(entrance to Alafaya Woods)
Call 365-5631 or 365-2212

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers FREE
fraternity stone crests. Jostens! There is a
difference; look for it! It's Academic in the
University Shoppes

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0358

W. Tod Penberthy; Happy 24th B-day! Don't
forget to come to the caverns for your spankings! Breathlessly yours, The Sisters of No
Mercy XXXX
Brett, Don' t waste your time looking for Barbie.
I have her. If you ever want to see her alive
again, meet me at the Yak-Lover's Support
Group You know when and where. It 1s for the
best. Murderous Mutty.

..
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Words Hit Harder-Than· Fists

•

Instead of getting into a bar room brawl, air your feelings-'.
in The Central Florida Future.
·
. Send in your letters or cofumns.
P.O. Box 25000. Orlando, Florida 32816

•

•
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
ANNOUNCES
THE 1991 SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
..P ROGRAMS
.
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SPONSORED BY
,
THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES - THE DEPT...OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURES
FLORIDA-CANADA INSTITIUE FLORIDA-U.S.S.R. INSTITUE

· EARN UCF CREDIT: STUDYING I.ANGUAGE·, CULTURE, ARTS AND HISTORY
•
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GO GREEEI< GO GREEI< GO GREEI< GO GREEI< .
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Panhellenic Presents: •

GREE~

,

-

.

When: January 28-31, 1991
Registration: .January 22-28, 19.91
For More Information Contact Shannon
Bradley at 823-2072 or Greg Mason at •
823~2824. You may also come by Room
223 in the Student Center.
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a time of 4: 20.6.
In the women's 55-yard
FROM PAGE 16
hurdles, McLeod , a UCF
cheerleader and a former high- •
45-10.5. Like several members school state hurdle champion ,
of the UCF team, including commanded the race from tht>
Tanya Terrell and McLeod, start and won in 8.6 seconds.
Mahood has yet to be cleared
Teammate Tanya Terrell
took third with 9.5.
for competition eligibility.
·The UCF distance runners,
McLeod returned in the 55recovering from the loss of key yard dash to take a close second
members after the cross- in 6.3 seconds. The winning
country season, met with some time was 6.2.
overwhelming competition in
She also finished second in •
the mile.
the 220-yard dash with a time
Freshman Joe D'Abate, still of 27.7.
working his way back to cross- ·
The team's next nieet will be
country conditioning, finished the Princeton Relays on
in 4:44. The race was won with Saturday in New Jersey.

TRACK

BULLDOGS
FROM PAGE 16
"Coach Loyd told us we
were rushing the shot in the
first half and that we should
slow it down in the second
half," Brown said. "We tried
to do that and it payed off."
The Knights were cl0.se
until the 16-minute mark of
the second half, when they
found themselves down 4441.
That is when Roosevelt
Powell
scored . eight
_consecutive points to lead a
14-2 spurt that pulled
Louisiana Tech away for the
rest of the way. Powell
scored I 7 points in the game:
The Knights ( 6-8 ,1-3),
who had been averaging five
players in double figures in
scoring, . placed two players
in double figures. Tommy
Tormohlen chipped in 1 7
points coming off the bench.
"We . n.eed to have our
scorers have good games to
win games like this ·or we
don't have a chanee," Deal)
said.
Louisiana Tech has won
more than 20 -games each
season for the past seven
seasons and has played in a
postseason tournament,
either NCAA or NIT, each
of those years.
The game was the
Running Knights' Second at
home. They dropped their
first American South
· Conference home game to
the Arkansas State Indians,
.82-76, Thursday night.
UCF surged back from a

E.RASE ILLITERACY

EJ

-., .... ,,,~
Michael Pohl1(;cN i nA1. ri.Un1uA ru i unc

· Denny ·Hinson drives around a Louisiana Tech defender. Hinson
struggled Saturday and scored six poin~s below his average.
10-poin't defic.it to cut the
Indian lead to two in the
final minutes. But senior
guard Bobby Gross scored
seven of his game-high 29
points in the final 53 seconds
to beat the Running
Knights.
Sin ua
Phil lips
and ·
Anthony Haynes each
chipped in 17 points. Ken
Leeks added 15 points and
_e_ight rebounds.

I

Leeks went over the .
1,000-point mark in the
game and became the eighth ·
player overall and the
second in Division I to .do so
for UCF.
Running Notes: Leeks
scoredhisl,009thpointagainst
Arkansas State Thursday. He
is the eighth player in UCF
historytoreachthel,000-point
plateau ·and the second UCF
player to do it in Division I. Pat
Crocklin was the first

•

LADY KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 16

M1chae1 Poh11CE:N I HAL t-LUHluA

Tracy Stowe looks for an open teammate aga_
inst Louisi~na Tech.
She made 6-of-7 shots in Thursday's win over-Arkansas State.

After having a 12-11 lead at
6:36 into the first half, UCF
fell victim to a 1 7-3 scoring
streak by the Lady Techsters,
which gave them a 28-15 lead.
UCF never regained the lead.
Poor
offensive
ball
movement, failure to gain a
second chance on scoring with
rebounds and the inability to
fast break Louisiana Tech
were all reasons Knight gave
for the UCF loss.
Knight again credited
Yolanda Rhodes for a fine
performance. Rhodes scored 15
points and made 7-of-10 shots
in the second half after missing
all six shots she took in the
first half.
"Yolanda was matched
against Sheila Ethridge, a
tough assignment,', Knight
said. "She did a nice job. Her
defense was good in the second ·
half."
·
Phillips led the Lady
Knights with 24 points.
UC F
con.tin ues
its
conference ga.mes with a
pair of road games this
week.
"Our road trip against the
l:Tniversity ofN ew Orleans and
Southwestern Louisiana is a
big trip," Knight said. ''We can
compete with them, and need
to pick up the.se two games."

BEFORE YOU CAN FOLLOW
YOUR· DRE-A MS, YOU'VE .G OT
TO FOLLOW THE RULES.
Men who don't register with Selective.Service aren't eligible for federal student aid or federal employment. Register at the post office.within a month of
your 18th birthday. It takes five minutes to fill out a simple card.

Register with Selective Service. It's Quici(. It's Eas~. And

Ws the Law.

Target ropif>cs .

•

678-2022
Have a Great Semester.~.
Thank You for Your Support!

TIBBITTS
i~

·

·

TOTAL
CAR CARE

•
IBI CCJ) lUffi 11 CCJ) WilN CG A lU 11 CCJ) ...
•
ill. JE IPA Il ill.
·•••
A lUilcQ) ill)JE)r AIIILIINCG
•
••
•
10% UCF DlSCOUNT
••

2981 ALAFAYA TR
OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792
677-7190

:.,
•

••
••••••••••••••••• ················-••
LUBE OIL
BRAKE ••
•
FI-LTER ~= SPECIAL ...••
•
$69.95 PER AXLE
$14.95WITH
•
$79.95 METALLIC
•••
COUPON

••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••
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Saturday's results

Bulldogs 80, Running Kngihts 63

•

Louisiana Tech.
fg-a ft-a
r a
1-2 2 2
0-1
0-0 1 1
1-1
7-10
4-7 7
1
0-0
0-0 0 0
0-0 4
9-10
1
3-12
2-2 3 3
7-11
1-4 10 2
3-4 1 2
7-7
0-2
0-0 2 0
200 34-54 11-19 34 15

player
Heaps
Mason
Dade
Morris
Ellis
E. Brown
P.J. Brown
Powell
Spradling
Totals

•-

min
20
21
31
1
30
26
28
29
14

f
2
4
2
0
3
1
3
3
1
19

Ip
1
2
18
0
18
9
15
17
0
80

Percentages: FG 63.0, FT 57.9. 3-Point FG: 5-7
(Heaps 0-1, E. Brown 1-5, Spradling 0-1).

...

.

,

•

min
37
2

36
29
32
30
22
.6
6
200

fg-a
3-10
1-3
7-10
2-8
1-6
1-1
6-11
1-1

·ft-a

r a
1-2 4 4
3-3 1 0
4-7 10 0
5-8 1 1
2-2 3 3
1-2 1 1
1-2 5 0
0-0 0
1
1-2
0-0 1 1
22-53 14-24 29 11

f

tp

1 8
2 0
3 18
0 9
5 4
4 3
3 17
1 2
0 2
19 63

Percentages: FG .41.5, FT 58.3. 3-Polnt FG: 5-13
(Phillips 1-3, Hinson 0-1, Haynes 0-2, Tormohlen4- 7).

•

Louisiana Tech
UCF

READY TO SHOOT

•

•

Scientific
Expandable
Calculator

1
I
I
I

I

T11ke tire /e11tl wit/1 I/P's /lest
fi11a11citll rnlrnlators.

I
I

• 0Vt'r 2100

•

h11ilt · i11
11111.-I j, >II~
• 111' I« pi.ii i1111
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•

'
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Come
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Comt' St'l'

them
tud:iy.

•

We 11lrn stock 1111 other l lcwlcll 1'al.kil11l t:ilkulalors,
supplies & 1u:cc:ssorieti 11s wdl 11s l lcwlcu l'uc:karJ ·

!F'":;;"tl
ll.:~

laser inner cartridges.

HEWLETT
PACKARD •

INTERNATIONAL

~ Calculator & Computer ~'b\

11:111

2916 Corrine Drive
Orlando, •,L 32803

I
:

~'bS> . .1

'O -

L-------------~-~--~~
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·EARN

..

WHILE

YOU LEARN
MARKETING TRAINEE POSITION

•
•

We have an excellent position for the right person. This position requires a
self-motivated individual who desires a career in the insurance field. While
you're a marketing trainee for up to 12 to 15 months, you will earn~ ~ompetitive
salary. Once you enter the field, you will earn a guaranteed m1mmum for up
to 12 months, with the potential for more. Subsequent earnings based on salary
+ commission + bonus.
If you have a secondary education and are willing to work hard to earn while ·
you learn, we may have the opportunity you've been seeking. Send a brief
resume to:
JEROLD F. PROBST

1890 SEMORAN BLVD., SUITE 219
WINTER PARK, FL 32722
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

FEDERATED
INSURANCE
•

Arkansas St. 82, UCF 76
Arkansas St. (82): Cole 1-2 0-3 2, Reaves 1-3
0-0 2, Gross 11-16 4-6 29, McKellar 3-5 0-0 8, Gray
6-9 2-218, Sheppard 3-41-27, Hall 2-3 0-24, McCray
3-7 4-510, Rottinghaus 0-12-22. Totals 30-5013-22
82.
UCF (76): Phillips 6-12 3-317, Boles 3-4 2-2 8,
Hlnson4-95-613, Haynes 6-8 2-217, Breunig 0-1 00 0, Tormohlen 1-4 3-5 6, Roberson 0-1 0-0 0, Leeks
6-9 3-'7 15. Totals 26-48 18-25 76. ·
Halftime: Arkansas St. 43, UCF 37. 3-polnt goals
-Arkansas St. 9-16 (Reaves 0-1, Gross 3-4, McKellar 2-4, Gray 4-7), UCF 6-15 (Phillips 2-7, Hinson 01, Haynes 3-4, Breunig 0-1). Fouled out Tormohlen, Hall, McCray. Rebounds-Arkansas St.
27 (Hall 5, McCray 5) , UCF 26 (Leeks 8). Assists Arkansas St. 18 (Reaves 8), UCF 14 (Phillips 6).
Total fouls - Arkansas St. 21, UCF 17. Technical
fouls - Norie. A - 1, 143.

Thursday's results

1-.1k11l11-.

or Rl'N
1·11try

5
3

UT Pan American

0
1
2
2
3
3

SW Louisiana

4

New Orleans
Arkansas State
Lamar
Louisiana Tech

2
·2
1

Past Results
Jan.17
-Arkansas St. 82, UCF 76

UCF 83, Arkansas St. 64
Arkansas St. (64): McCarroll 5-10 3-4 16, Holsten 3-5 2-2 7, Tucker 4-11 0-1 8, Tate 1-6 0-0 2,
Eaves 1-3 0-0 2, Davis 1-5 2-2 4, Willen 5-15 0-0 1Di
Harben 0-1 o-o o, Cunis 7-121-515. Totals 27-68 611 64.
UCF(83): Rhodes6-162-315, Stowe6-73-515,
Green 1-1 1-2 3, Lincoln 0-2 0-0 0, Nunes 0-2 O·O 0,
Loomis 2-8 5-6 9, Batz 3-3 4-·5 10, Phillips 12-23 7-8
3f. Totals 30-60 22-29 83.
Halftime: Arkansas St. 32, UCF 31 . 3-point goals
-ArkansasSt.4-15(McCarroll3-7, Holsten 1-2, Tate
0-4), UCF 1-1 (Rholdes 1-1 ). Fouled out- Mccarroll.
Rebounds - Arkansas St. 36 (Tucker 8), UCF 43 ·
(Phillips 15). Assists-Arkansas St .• UCF. Total fouls
- Arkansas St .. UCF. Technlcal fouls - ~one. A 212.
.

Jan.19
Louisiana Tech 80, UCF 63

Louisiana Tech 88, UCF 54
Louisiana Tech (88): Ethri~ge9-14 4-5 22,
Collins 0-1 4-4 4, Meyer 6-9 3-4 15, Brown 3-3 0-1 6,
Riser 3-5 4-4 1o. Locken 3-13 2-514;Payne 2-5 o-o
4, Manin 3-9 0-0 6, Guilllon 0-4 0-2 0, Whitehurst 3-9
7-9 13. Totals 32-72 24-34 88.
UCF (54): Loomis 2-5 0-0 4, Batz 0-5 0-2 0,
Phillips 9-21 5-7 24, Rhodes 7-16 0-0 15, Stowe 0-2
0-0 O, Green 2-2 2-7 6, Saco 0-12-22, Lincoln 0-200 O, Duncan 0-0 0-0 0, Nunes 0-3 0-2 0, Weaver 1-2
1-2 3. Totals 21-6110-22 54.
Halftime: Louisiana Tech 38, UCF 25. 3-point
goals - Louisiana Tech 0-3 (Ethridge 0-1, Lockett 02), UCF 2-7 (Rhodes 1-2, Lincoln 0-1, Loomis 0-1,
Phillips 1-2). Fouled out - None. Rebounds - Louisiana Tech 64 (Whitehurst 15), UCF 29 (Batz 6,
Phillips 6) . Assists- Louisiana Tech 14 (Ethridge 3),
UCF 12 (Rhodes4). Total fouls- Louisiana Tech21,
UCF 24. Technical fouls - None.

L

15
11
12
11
6
4
11

2
5
6
6

Pct
.882
.687
.667
.647

8

.428

.11
5

.267
.687

.250
.250
.200

Arkansas St. at UTP A
Louisiana Tech. at Lamar
SW Louisiana at Prairie View
Jan.~s

Women's Basketball Standings
Conference

w

L

Lamar

4

Louisiana St.
Arkansas St.

3
3
2

UCF

1

UTPA

1

0
1
2
2
3
3
4

New Orleans

Past Results
Jan.17
UCF 83, Arkansas St. 64
Lamar 78, New Orleans 56
SW Louisiana 66, UTPA 47

Jan.. 19
Louisiana Tech. 88 UCF 54
Lamar 105, SW Louisiana 60
New qrleans 57, UTPA 36

BCC Track Invitational
AT SHOWALTER FIELD

SATURDAY'S RESULTS:

Overall
Pct
1.000
.750
.600
.500
.250
.250
.200

w
16
9
8
11
6
4

L

Pct
.941
.692
.533
.785
.428
.308
.077

4
7
3
8
9
12

Upcoming Games
Jan.23
UCF at New Orleans
Jan.24
· Arkansas St. at UTP A
Lamar at Louisiana Tech.
SW Louisiana at Texas South.

Jan.25
Ala.-Birm. at New Orleans

3. Martin (FCCJ) 20-9. Shot Put-1. Mahood (UCF)
45-10.5; 2. Manin (FJCC) 42-0.
Women
55-yard - 1. Sanders (FGCJ) 6.2; 2- Mcleod
(Open) 6.3; 3. Terell (Open) 6.6. 55-yard - 1.
Mcleod (Open) 8.6; 2. Smhh (FCC) 8.8; 3. Terrell
(Open) 9.5. 22G-yard - 1. Sterward (FCC) 26.0; 2.
Mcleod (UCF) 27.7; 3. Sanders (FCC) 27.8
Upcoming meets:

Men
55-yard - 1. Irvin (UCF) 5.2; 2T. Cokener
(SFCC) 5.2; ·2T. Cummings (SFCC) 5.2; 3. Evans
(SFCC) 5.3. 55-yard hu(dles - 1. Seward (SFCC)
7.4; 2. Moore (SFCC) 7.5; 3. Fosso (UCF) 7;9, 220yard-1. Moore (SfCC) 21.8; 2- Irvin (UCF) 21.9; 3.
· Cummings (SFCC) 22.0. 440-yard - 1. Evans
• (SFCC) 49.5; 2. Eyma (Open) 51.1; 3. Moore (SFCC)
51 .7.
Mle - 1. Stroner (Open). 4:20.6; 2. Costed
(Open) 4:22.0. 3. Theisor (UNF) 4:33. Long Jump . 1. Lauriston (UCF) 22-10.5; 2. Fosso (UCF) 21-6.7;

Jan. 27
Feb. 16
Feb. 24
Feb. 28

Princeton Relays (Princeton, NJ)
BCC Track Invitational II (Winter Park)
ASC Championships (Arkansas St.)
Last Chance Meet (Gainesville)

Jan. 26
Feb. 16

Orlando
Brevard

Home
Home

2:00
2:00

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
0

0

E MAKE MONEY! -E
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

The FEDERATED Insurance Companies
Home Office: 121 East Park Square, Owatonna, MN 55060

w

Ala.-Birm. at New Orleans

Saturday's results

::
(407) 611-13s2

Overall
Pct
1.000
.750
.500
.500

Upcoming Games
Jan.23
UCF at New Orleans
Jan.24

New Orleans 76, Lamar 66
UTPA 90, SW La. 82

SW Louisiana

i 1111 ·i•,r.1 ll" I
wit Ii

guide you

L

SW Louisiana 86, Lamar 79
New Orleans 72,, UTPA 54

W11to ·1
.11'1)1 i.-.i Iit II\
• ( :1.1plii1 ~

f11nclio11s
I

·M1·11t1-.
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Thu.r sday's results

HP 17BII and
HP 48SX
I
~-------------------~
HP Business
Consultant II
Financial
Calculators

36 44 80
35 28 63

A-1,016.

Kala Loomis gets ready to take a shot during weekend action.
Loomis scored 3 f.points in a game earlier in the season.

Conference

lJCF

UCF
player
Phillips
Breunig
Leeks
Hinson
Haynes
Boles
Tormohlen
Roberson
Hammerburg
Totals

Men's Basketball Standings

Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future

We're seeking motivated people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our
b"4.siness office at Room 107 in the Arts Complex and fill out an
application or.call x2601 to find out more.
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Lady Knights win 1st.ASC game, 83·64
Yolanda Rhodes' tough defense keys
UCF's victory over Arkansas State
by Michele Dragonetti
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

t"' !
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Yolanda Rhodes drives to the basket amid Louisiana Tech defenders. Rhodes scored 15 points in
the ·loss to th~ Lady Techsters Saturday night and in Thur$day's victory over ASU.

UCF can't handle
Bulldogs insid·e

-

The UCF Lady Knights
registered theirfirstAmerican
South Conference win with an
83-64 victory againstArkansas
State Thursday ·night in the
UCF gymnasium.
UCF was unable to follow
up the victory against
Louisiana Tech Saturday night
and suffered an 88-54 loss on
its honie court.
UCF is 1-3 in the conference
and 6-7 overall .. ·
After entering the second
half against Arkansas down
32-31, senior Tracey Stowe
capped off a 16-6 run by the
Lady Knights with a sevenfoot jumper at 11 :09.
In that streak, senior Tari
Phillips accounted for seven
points and Stowe four as the
Lady Knights took a 47-38 lead.
·Phillips again led the Lady
Knights by scoring 31 points
and grabbing 15 rebounds.
The Lady Knights never
relinquished the lead, and at
one point, they boasted a 20point lead with 1 :13 left in the
game.
UCF'sfield-goal percentage
was 50 percent, up from its
se-ason mark of 41. 7 percent.
''We came together and did
the job," UCF Coach Beverly

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,..

After
a
gritty
performance in the first
half, the UCF Running
Knights found themselves in
position to notch their
second basketball upset in
the
American
South
Conference
against
Louisiana Tech.
But the Bulldogs flexed
their muscles in the second
half and wound up defeating
UCF, 80-63, in front ofl ,016
rowdy fans in the UCF
gymnasium Saturday night.
"I think we played great
in the first half," UCF Coach
Joe Dean said. "But in the
second half, we come out and
throw the ball ·away and
make ca·reless mistakes and
we lose. We can't do that if
we want to compete in this
conference."
Louisiana Tech's front
line of center P.J. Brown and
forwards Ronald Ellis and
Anthony Dade caused mu.ch
.trouble for UCF with their
tough inside play. Brown, a 6-foot-11 junior,
scored 15 points, grabbed 10
rebounds and blocked 2
shots; despite sitting out for
a long stretch of the first
half with th.ree fouls.
Ellis _ and Dade each
scored 18 points. Ellis made
9-of-10 shots from the field

and Dade made 7-of-10.
"Inside defense was a big
part of the game," Dean said.
"Louisiana Tech has some
big, great athletes, and we
didn't have enough to stop
them."
The Running Knights
were led by junior center
Ken Leeks, who played
tough against Louisiana
Tech by contril;mting team
highs o.f 18 points, 10
. rebQllnds a nd 2 blocks.
"I think Kenny played
very well tonight," D.e an
said. "He missed a couple of
shots, but overall he made
some great moves in
changing direction and
reverse layup-type shots
that we haven't seen from
him yet."
. The ·Running Knights
went into halftime down 36.35 but couldn't keep up with
. the Bulldogs in the second
half.
UCF shot 41. 7 percent
from the field, compared
with 64 percent from the
Bulldo·gs, in the final 20
minutes.
Louisiana Tech (11-6, 22), displayed some of the
talent of the American
Soµth as they ran a
precisioned
half-coqrt
offense and patiently
worked for e.ach shot. ·
see BULLDOGS page 14

•

•

see LADY KNIGHTS page 14

UC.F wins
3 events
in 1st meet

.

Running Knights fall short against Arkansas St.
by Glenn Carrasquillo

Knight said. "Each player was
an asset to [one another], and
I'm happy to see that unity."
Junior Yolanda Rhodes,
who made 6-of-16 shots and
scored 14 points, was credited
by Knight as being one of the
keys to the win.
''Yolanda had the toughest
defensive assignment on the
court, and she rose to the
occasion," Knight said.
Rhodes
drew
the
assignment of guarding
Arkansas State guard Sonja
Tate, who is second in the
conference in scoring with 21
pofatsagame.Rhodes limited
Tate to two points.
Stowe also played an
important role in the victory.
Accuracy was her strength as
she made 6-of-7 field-goal
shots.
'
"She took control at point
guard, played smart and
handled the ball well for us,"
Knight said. "This was her
night. She shined.
''We're hoping that win~ will
lead to wins, and to stay at
this level Saturday night
· against Louis_iana Tech."
This hope was not realized,
however, as the Lady Knights
found the Lady Techsters too
much to handle.

- . by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Ken Leeks prepares to take a shot against the Bulldogs. Leeks
led the Running Knights with 18 points .

A small contingent of the
UCF track and field team
competed in the ;Brevard
Community
· College
Invitational Sa~u'r-day at
Winter Park's Showalter Field,
and UCF picked up three firstplace finishes.
Freshman
Drumeco
Lauriston won the long jump,
Jason Mahood won the shot
put and Shari-McLeod won the
·
55-yard hurdles.
The meet consisted of
competitor-s _, from Tampa
College, the UniversityofNorth
FlOrida, Brevard Community
College, Santa Fe Community
College, Florida Community
College and a number of open
competitors. For UCF, themeet
served to gauge early-season
conditioning.
"So far, considering all of
the runners we have lost over
the year due to eligibility
difficulties, I am pleased with
what I saw today," UCF Coach
Francisco Castro said.
UCF won the first event .
Lauriston won the long jump
with 22 feet-10.5 inches.
Teammate Jan Fosso overcame
a series offouledjumps to take
second with 21-6.7.
In the shot put event, UCFs
Jason Mahood took first place
bythrowingthe 16-pound shot
see TRACK page 14
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